PITTSBURGH, Jan. 7, 2015 – Carnegie Science Center is offering a spectacular sight and sound experience in the Buhl Planetarium for visitors of all ages with its new 2015 laser show lineup.

Fan favorite Daft Punk will continue from the fall 2014 line-up through May. The show features Daft Punk’s most popular songs such as “One More Time” and “Around the World.” Fans of electronic music will also love the dance beats and bright lights of the Skrillex show.

Brand new to Carnegie Science Center is the OutKast laser show. Full of funk and soul and heavy beats with hits like “Hey Ya” and “Roses,” Laser OutKast promises to put on a show unlike any other.

Laser shows at the Science Center offer a wide range of musical styles and genres, including Michael Jackson, Beatles Anthology, and Midnight Pink Floyd – a Science Center staple for decades. The new show schedule will run as follows:

**Jan. 5 – March 16**
**Matinee (Monday – Sunday):**
*Beatles Anthology*

**Friday evenings:**
*Michael Jackson*
*Daft Punk*
*Led Zeppelin*
*Midnight Pink Floyd*

**Saturday evenings:**
*Michael Jackson*
*The Vision Bell: The Best of Laser Floyd*
*Laser OutKast*
*SkrillStep (Skrillex)*
*Midnight Pink Floyd*

**March 16 – May 5**
**Matinee (Monday – Sunday):**
*Beatles Anthology*
Friday evenings:
Michael Jackson
Laser OutKast
SkrillStep (Skrillex)
Midnight Pink Floyd

Saturday evenings:
Michael Jackson
The Vision Bell: The Best of Laser Floyd
Daft Punk
Led Zeppelin
Midnight Pink Floyd

Cost for laser show admission is $2 for members and $8 for non-members. A second laser show or Omnimax ticket can be purchased for an additional $5.

Showtimes and descriptions are available at CarnegieScienceCenter.org.

About Carnegie Science Center

Carnegie Science Center is dedicated to inspiring learning and curiosity by connecting science and technology with everyday life. By making science both relevant and fun, the Science Center’s goal is to increase science literacy in the region and motivate young people to seek careers in science and technology. One of the four Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh, the Science Center is Pittsburgh’s premier science exploration destination, reaching more than 700,000 people annually through its hands-on exhibits, camps, classes, and off-site education programs.

About Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh

Founded by Andrew Carnegie in 1895, Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh is a collection of four distinctive museums dedicated to exploration through art and science: Carnegie Museum of Art, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Carnegie Science Center, and The Andy Warhol Museum. Annually, the museums reach more than 1.2 million people through exhibitions, educational programs, outreach activities, and special events.
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